
 
 

BEFORE THE MEMBER M.A.C.T, BILASIPARA :::: DIST.-DHUBRI 

Present:-    Shri J. Borah, AJS 

Member, Motor Accident Claims Tribunal,  

Bilasipara. 

 

M.A.C Case No- 07 of 2017 

 

        Rehena Begum …………….. Claimant 

-Vs- 

1. Branch Manager, 

    The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd, Bongaigaon 

2. Apojit Barman 

     ……………. Opp. parties 

Date of framing issue  :- 04-05-2018 

Date of recording evidence :- 02-08-2018 

      02-09-2018 

Date of argument  :- 04-12-2019 

Date of Judgment  :- 18-12-2019 

Advocates Appeared in the case:  

For the claimant  :-   Mr. Shanti Uddin Seikh,  

                Ld. Advocate for the claimant.   

For the Opp. parties  :-   Mr. R. Dasgupta & 

          Mr. A. Rezzaque,  

           Ld. Advocate for the Opp. parties. 

J U D G M E N T  

1. This Motor Accident Claim Case 07/2017 is under section 166 of 

Motor Vehicle Act filed by Rehena Begum, hereinafter called the claimant, 

against the Branch Manager, The Oriental Insurance Company Ltd and Apojit  
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Barman, hereinafter called the opposite party no. 1 and opposite party no. 2 

respectively.   

2. The Claimant’s case, in brief, is that she is the wife of Fazal Hoque, 

since deceased. On 13-03-2017 at about 02.00 P.M, Fazal Hoque was 

returning home from Bahalpur by riding bicycle. He was coming on National 

Highway no. 31. On his way, a car bearing registration no. AS 19/F 3925 

knocked at him from behind. Fazal Hoque sustained grievous injuries. The 

driver drove the car in a rash and negligent manner. The injured Fazal 

Hoque was shifted to Chapar hospital. The Chapar hospital referred the 

injured to Barpeta Medical Hospital. The Barpeta Medical Hospital referred 

the injured to Guwahati Medical College Hospital. Fazal Hoque was at 

Guwahati Medical College Hospital from 13-03-2017 to 21-03-2017. After 

treatment at Guwahati Medical College Hospital, Fazal Hoque was shifted to 

GNRC Private Hospital. He died at GNRC hospital at Guwahati. An ezahar 

was lodged with the police station in connection with the occurrence which 

was registered as Chapar PS case no. 98/2017 u/s 279/338/427 I.P.C added 

section 304(A) I.P.C. Fazal Hoque was hawker of kerosene oil. He earned Rs. 

9000/- (nine thousand) per month. There occurred huge expenditure in 

respect of transportation and treatment. The claimant is a poor woman. So, 

she claimed compensation a total amount of Rs. 25,00,000/- (Twenty Five 

Lakh) from the opposite parties.  

3. The opposite party no. 1 has submitted written statement. The gist of 

the written statement is that the claim petition is not maintainable. There is 

no cause of action. The accident did not occur due to rash and negligence of 

the driver. The relief as claimed by the claimant is excessive. The Oriental 

Insurance is not liable to pay compensation as because the terms and 

conditions have not been complied by the insurer. The claim petition is not 

tenable in the eye of law and liable to be dismissed.  

4. The opposite party no. 2 has submitted written statement. The gist of 

the written statement is that the claim petition is with no cause of action. 

The claim petition is not maintainable. The claimant’s case is false and 

fabricated. The compensation as claimed by the claimant is excessive. The 

vehicle is properly insured with the Oriental Insurance Company. So, the 

company is liable to pay. The driving license of the driver was valid at the 

time of occurrence. The claimant’s case is liable to be dismissed.  
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5. On consideration of pleadings the following issues were framed by 

learned Predecessor  in the office, namely- 

i. Whether the alleged accident was caused by vehicle bearing reg. 

no. AS 19/F 3925 as alleged in the claim petition and husband of 

claimant died on account of the alleged accident? 

ii. Whether the alleged accident took place due to rash and negligent 

driving by the opposite party no. 2 in question? 

iii. Whether the alleged vehicle was duly insured with opposite party 

no. 1 Insurance Company and Insurance Company was valid at 

the time of alleged accident? 

iv. Whether the claimant is entitled to get any compensation, if so, to 

what extent and by whom payable? 

v.  To what other relief/reliefs the claimant is entitled? 

6. The claimant examined 3 (three) witnesses in support of the case. 

The opposite party examined no witnesses. 

7. Heard argument for both sides. 

DECISION AND REASONS THERE OF 

8. Issue no. (i)& (ii) 

  The claimant has stated in her petition that her husband Fazal was 

going home by riding a bicycle on the National Highway no. 31. The vehicle 

registered as AS 19/F 3925 knocked at him from his behind. The driver of 

the vehicle drove the car in rash and negligent manner.  

  The opposite parties no. 1 and 2 have not stated in their written 

statement that the vehicle AS 19/F 3925 did not knock at Fazal Hoque. At 

the same time both the opposite parties no. 1 and 2 have denied that the 

driver of the vehicle drove the vehicle in rash and negligent manner.  

 In the evidence, P.W-1 Rehena Begum has reiterated the same thing. 

She has stated that the vehicle namely AS 19/F 3925 knocked at Fazal 

Hoque from behind. A police case was registered in this connection namely 

Chapar P.S Case no. 98/2017 u/s 279/338/427 I.P.C added section 304(A) 

I.P.C.  

  The defence has failed to detract the evidence of P.W-1. The defence 

has rather admitted that the vehicle knocked at Fazal Hoque.  

  P.W-2 Nowshad Ali and P.W-3 Amzad Ali have also stated in the  
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same way supporting the evidence of P.W-1. The defence has failed to foil 

the evidence of P.W-2 and P.W-3. 

  Since the evidence of P.W-1, P.W-2 and P.W-3 shows that Fazal 

Hoque was knocked at by the vehicle from behind, so it is clear that the 

driver of the vehicle drove it in rash and negligent manner.  

  Accordingly, the issues no. (i) and (ii) are decided positively.     

9. Issue no. (iii) 

  Whether the alleged vehicle was duly insured with opposite party no. 

1 Insurance Company and Insurance Company was valid at the time of 

alleged accident 

  The claimant has stated in her petition that the vehicle in question 

was insured with the Oriental Insurance Company Ltd.  

  This contention of the petition is supported by the opposite party no. 

2. The opposite party no. 2 has stated in his written statement that the 

vehicle was validly insured with the Oriental Insurance Company.  

  The opposite party no. 1 namely the Oriental Insurance Company Ltd 

has not sternly denied.  

  P.W-1 Rehena Begum has stated in her evidence that the vehicle was 

insured and the policy no. is 322300/31/2016/11246 valid upto 13-03-2017 

Mid-night. The defence has not denied it which says that the vehicle in 

question was validly insured. If the insurance was not valid, the opposite 

party no. 1 could have adduced evidence. But the same was not done. So, it 

is accepted that the vehicle in question was insured with the opposite party 

no. 1. 

 Accordingly, the issue is decided affirmatively.   

10. Issue no. (iv) & (v)  

 Whether the claimant is entitled to get any compensation, if so, to 

what extent and by whom payable. To what other relief/reliefs the claimant 

is entitled. 

 The claimant has stated in her petition that her husband Fazal Hoque 

was hawker of kerosene oil and he earned Rs.  9000/- per month.  A huge 

money was spent for his treatment. The transportation cost also incurred. 

The age of the deceased at the time of occurrence was 45 years. So, she 

has claimed Rs. 25,000,00/- (Twenty Five Lakh) from the opposite parties.  
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  The opposite party no. 1 has stated in it’s written statement that the 

claimant has sought for excessive compensation.  

  In her evidence P.W-1 Rehena Begum has stated that the monthly 

income of Fazal Hoque was Rs. 7000/- per month as he worked as a hawker 

of kerosene oil. 

  The income of Fazal Hoque is varied. While in her petition, the 

claimant has stated that Fazal earned Rs. 9000/- per month at the same 

time P.W-1 has stated in her evidence that he earned Rs. 7000/- per month. 

No income certificate has been submitted or exhibited to authenticate the 

plea of the claimant. In such a situation, it would be proper and justice if the 

monthly income of Fazal Hoque is fixed notionally at Rs. 5,000/- per month. 

Accordingly, the income of the deceased Fazal Hoque is assessed notionally 

at Rs. 5,000/- per month.  

 The claimant/petitioner has stated that the age of the deceased at 

the time of occurrence was 45 years. This plea of claimant/petitioner is not 

supported by any birth certificate. At the same time, the opposite party has 

not rebutted to it. In such a situation, the age of the deceased, at the time 

of death, is accepted to be 45 years.  

  As the age of the deceased was 45 years, so, the multiplier will be 14 

as approved by Hon’ble Supreme Court. The total amount will be Rs. 5,000 X 

12= 60,000/-. Since claimant/petitioner is the sole dependent, so after 

deduction of   ⁄  of Rs. 60,000/- , it come to Rs. 40,000/-. Then, total 

amount will be 40,000 X 14 = 5,60,000/-. Adding 10% it comes to Rs. 

6,16,000/- . 

  The claimant/petitioner has claimed the expenditure of the 

treatment. In support of claim, P.W-1 Rehena Begum exhibited documents 

vide Ext-8 to Ext-43. In the Ext-34, the name of the patient is not found, so 

Ext-34 cannot be accepted. On calculation of the Ext-8 to Ext-39, the total 

amount is found Rs. 38,174/-.  

  The claimant/petitioner has claimed Rs. 1,00,000/- as transportation 

cost. P.W-1 Rehena Begum has stated that Fazal Hoque was first taken to 

Chapar Hospital. Then to Barpeta Medical Hospital, then to Gauhati Medical 

College Hospital and thereafter to GNRC Hospital, Guwahati. The 

claimant/petitioner has not submitted any receipt or voucher to authenticate 

her plea. Inspite of proper voucher or receipt in respect of transportation an 
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amount of Rs. 25,000/- (Twenty five thousand) is accepted as transportation 

cost.  

 In National Insurance Company Limited (petitioner) Vs. Pranay Sethi 

& Others, 2017(4) TAC 643 SC, the Hon’ble Supreme Court gave some 

direction to asses compensation under the conventional heads. As per 

direction the claimant is entitled to compensation Rs. 15,000/- under the 

head of loss of estate, Rs. 40,000/- under the head of loss of consortium and 

Rs. 15,000/- under the head of funeral expenses.   

  So, the claimant is entitled to Rs. 15,000/- for loss of estate, Rs. 

40,000/- for loss of consortium and Rs. 15,000/- for funeral expenses.  

11. Accordingly the total compensation is calculated as follows: 

   Rs. 6,16,000/- as compensation 

  Rs. 15,000/-  for loss of estate 

  Rs. 40,000/-  for loss of consortium 

   Rs. 15,000/-  for funeral expenses 

  Rs. 25,000/-  for transportation cost 

  Rs. 38,174/-  for treatment expenses 

Total amount= Rs. 7, 49,174/- 

 

  Thus, the claimant is entitled to Rs. 7,49,174/- (Seven Lakh Forty 

Nine Thousand One Hundred and Seventy Four only) as compensation.   

12. The claimant’s case is accepted. Rs. 7,49,174/- (Seven Lakh Forty 

Nine Thousand One Hundred and Seventy Four only) is awarded to the 

claimant as compensation payable by the opposite party no. 1 Oriental 

Insurance Company Limited through account payee cheque. An interest at 

the rate of 8% per annum is allowed on the total compensation from the 

date of filing of this case i.e. 19-09-2017 till realization.  

  The case is disposed of.   

  Given under my hand and seal by this court on this 18th day of 

December, 2019 at Bilasipara, Dist- Dhubri. 

 

       (Shri J. Borah) 

                        Member, M.A.C.T, Bilasipara 

Transcribed & typed by, 

S. Brahma, Stenographer Gr. III. 
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APPENDIX 

 

CLAIMANT WITNESSES:- 

  P.W-1 Rehena Begum   

P.W-2 Nowshad Ali 

P.W-3 Amzad Ali 

 

  

CLAIMANT’S EXHIBITS:-  

  Ext-1 Certified copy of F.I.R,   

 Ext-2 Certified copy of seizure list, 

Ext-3 Certified copy of charge sheet, 

Ext-4 Certified copy of MVI report, 

Ext-5 Photocopy of death certificate issued by GNRC hospital 

Ext-6 Form-54 

Ext-7 Certified copy of Post mortem report, 

Ext-8 to Ext-43 Medical vouchers/medical reports  

 

 

 

 

  (Shri J. Borah) 

   Member, M.A.C.T, Bilasipara 

 


